
Tutorial 3: Rotoscoping

You may have seen a feature film titled Pleasantville. In the movie, a couple actors were
taken back to the era of black and white television and the movie switches to black and
white. As the movie progresses, characters and props gradually become color.

To create this effect, you can use Commotion’s animated splines to isolate the characters
that they wanted to appear in color, and removed the color from the rest of the scene. In
this rotoscoping project, you will learn the basics of how to isolate characters in a clip to
create the same effect using a clip featuring a girl and here mother.

Part I, Create the Composite
1. Import girlroto.mov (all files for PC are .avi for this tutorial) into Commotion

using the Import command on the file menu.  This file is located in the
3_Rotoscoping/Footage Files Directory

2. Make a composite from the girlroto.mov. This will create a timeline and
Composite preview.  Drag another copy of the girlroto.mov file into the timeline.
We will now have two copies of the girlroto.mov in the timeline.  You will create
a set of rotosplines on the top layer and the bottom layer will be used as our black
and white background.

3. Highlight the bottom girlroto.mov and apply the Color Balance HLS filter from
the Effects > Color Correct menu. The parameters for the effect will be opened
automatically in the timeline.

4. Change the Saturation value to -100. You will see no change in the Composite
preview window since a copy of the clip above is covering up the layer with the
effect. You will change that next.

Part II, Rotospline Basics
You add rotosplines to the layer window in Commotion, rather than the Composite
preview. This allows you to see a preview of the composite as you work on the splines.
Creating a cut out can be a tedious process but here are some tips to make the process go
a lot smoother 

1. Commotion rotosplines are auto-keyframing. That means that if you create a
spline, move to a different frame and change the shape of the spline by moving
points or the splines position, Commotion will automatically create the motion
between these two positions.

2. Working on one section of the subject is the usually the most productive way to
work. It is not uncommon for a subject to have 10 or more splines to cut out the
entire character. It is best to break up a rotoscoping job into individual areas
such as the head, body, arms, legs, etc.

3. As you work on the splines, Commotion will automatically add the splines
together to create one matte. Make sure that you overlap individual splines to
avoid gaps in the matte.

4. Try to minimize the number of points for each spline. The more points you have
the more, the more difficult it is to animate the shapes.



5. This tutorial is done using Bezier Splines, since more people are familiar with
Bezier.  However, most professional Rotoscope artists prefer B-Splines (Natural
Splines) since they provide a more efficient work-flow.

Let’s start the process of rotoscoping the girl. You will use multiple shapes. We
will not go through the entire process but you should be able to finish the entire
character based on the process.

1. Double-click the top layer in the timeline and a layer window will open.  Below is
a screenshot of all the splines and the resulting matte that is created.

2. Double-click on the Pen tool in the Tool palette to open the rotospline palette.
3. Add a new spline by clicking in the layer window. Draw a path around the girl’s

hat/head by adding bezier points around the hat. When the path is closed, it will
isolate just that area of the top clip, exposing the lower desaturated clip in the
Composite preview window.

Part III, Animate the Spline
To animate the spline, you just need to advance the play head and move the points of the
rotospline.

1. Move the last frame by setting the play head to the last frame. Move the
rotospline shape for the hat to correspond to the area in the last frame. In this
video, the girl is not moving very much so matching the hat shape is relatively
easy.

2. To make the keyframing more accurate, move every 10 frames in the video
(frame 10, 20, 30, 40, etc.) and adjust the spline to match the hat shape.

3. Once you have gotten to the end of the video, hit the spacebar while in the Layer
window to view the playback of the rotosplines. Usually you don’t have to adjust
the shape every frame, just at maximum points of movement. Adjust the shape at
in between frames as necessary to make the matte match the shape.

4. To complete the tutorial, you simply repeat the spline creation steps to outline the
girls rain coat and to isolate her hands.  Below is a screenshot of all the splines
and the resulting matte that is created.



For this job you can create all the splines yourself, or just load them from the Data Files
folder.  To see the splines that we created load the rotogirl.spl file by choosing Load all
paths from the Rotosplines palette pop-up menu.

Part IV, Cleaning Up
In this project the matte was rendered from the Rotosplines palette, and then brought
back in as a track matte for the top “rotogirl.mov” file. Occasionally, you may need to do
a little cleanup on the matte by painting white or black areas with the paintbrush.
Rendering out the matte into a separate file gives you this flexibility.


